The purpose of this paper is to document and describe the case system of the most conservative variety ofÖvdalian still spoken ('Traditional Ovdalian,' TÖ). The system is compared with the four-case system of Old Swedish (OS) and the three-case system of ClassicalÖvdalian (CÖ) described by Levander (1909) . I argue that TÖ distinguishes three cases, but in full noun phrases, only manifests a two-case system, where Dative case is opposed to a Direct case comprising nominative and accusative functions. Pronouns generally show a different alignment, distinguishing nominative from objective cases. I focus on the nominal suffixes, which distinguish gender, number, definiteness, and case, as well as declension class. I argue that TÖ nouns have only one suffix, where OS had three, and CÖ was in transition between two suffixes and one. I examine the patterns of syncretism, and suggest that some can be explained in terms of markedness cooccurrence restrictions, but not others. I also briefly discuss adnominal modifiers (determiners and adjectives).
Introduction
Following the terminology adopted in Garbacz (2010) (which builds in turn on Helgander 1996 and other work), I will refer to the variety documented in detail by Levander (1909) as 'Classical'Övdalian. According to Levander (1925:37-43) , the most important distinguishing characteristics ofÖvdalian were present by the beginning of the 17th century, and possibly earlier. However, significant changes took place in the 20th century. Following Garbacz (2010:34) , a conservative variety ofÖvdalian spoken by a generation born after about 1920 but before 1950 can be called TraditionalÖvdalian. Most speakers today speak another variety, which is sometimes called 'Younger'Övdalian or 'Modern'Övdalian.
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The TraditionalÖvdalian case system has not, to my knowledge, been systematically documented or described before. I describe it here and compare it to that of ClassicalÖvdalian. I also locate both systems in the typological context of case systems cross-linguistically. TraditionalÖvdalian manifests a nominative-objective distinction in the pronominal system, but a direct-dative distinction on full nouns. Thus the language as a whole distinguishes three distinct syntactic case contexts, nominative, accusative, and dative, but the morphology of lexical noun phrases (including their determiners and modifiers) distinguishes at most two, direct versus dative.
The TraditionalÖvdalian system reported here has been established mainly on the basis of a series of interviews and data elicitation sessions with speakers born before 1950 conducted by myself and associates in the NORMS project in 2007.
2 Additional material was collected in follow-up expeditions by Piotr Garbacz and myself. In addition, the book Kunundsin kumb written by Hjalmar Larsson, a native speaker (listed in references under Larsson 1985 ; henceforth KK ). When quoting material from KK, I preserve the original spelling. For other material I conform to the standardized orthography established in 2005, except where deviations are phonologically significant and where otherwise noted.
3 The symbol D represents a voiced interdental fricative /D/ in ClassicalÖvdalian, wtih somewhat variable realization in different dialects of TraditionalÖvdalian. Additional sources are cited where used.
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I focus on full lexical nouns, discussing pronouns briefly in §2.2. The system of full lexical nouns shows two case forms in all three genders, in definite and plural forms, as well as some indefinite singular forms, see below. This is illustrated for the masculine noun est 'horse' in (1).
(1)
Masculine est 'horse' Singular Plural Indefinite Definite Direct est estn ester Dative est estem estum Descriptively, there are three significant differences between this system of noun inflection and the one described inÅkerberg (2000) and Dahl and KoptjevskajaTamm (2006) . One is the absence of distinctions between the nominative and accusative cases in lexical nouns (compare ClassicalÖvdalian ester (Nom) vs. esta (Acc) 'horses' in the indefinite plural, and estär (Nom) vs. estą (Acc) in the definite plural, Levander 1909:11-12) . The standard term for a single case which is used for both subjects and objects is Direct Case (Blake 2001 , Haspelmath 2009 , and I will use that term here. The second difference is the loss of definiteness distinctions in most plurals 2 See http://norms.uit.no/ for information on the NORMS project.
3 For example, Levander marks nasality with a hook on all nasal vowels, even where it is predictable (before nasal stops), whereas the standardized orthography marks nasality only when a nasal vowel is not followed by m or n, and that is the practice here, except for material quoted from KK, where nasality appears to be marked inconsistently.
4 I have benefitted from valuable reference materials forÖvdalian, including a dictionary by Lars Steensland (2006) and a grammar by BengtÅkerberg (2012) . The latter only came out after this paper was completed, but I was able to consult earlier versions such asÅkerberg (2000) . As befits their function as reference works, these grammars are deliberately conservative, and I have not relied on them as evidence concerning how dative case is manifested in TraditionalÖvdalian.
(again, compare the ClassicalÖvdalian forms mentioned above: ester (Indef) vs. estär (Def) in the nominative, and esta (Indef) vs. estą (Def) in the accusative). However, unlike the merger of the nominative and accusative, this is only true for some classes of noun. For example, a neuter noun like tak 'roof' shows a distinction between the definite and indefinite forms of the 'direct case' plural.
(2)
Neuter tak 'roof' Singular Plural Indefinite Definite Indefinite Definite Direct tak tatjeD tak tatję Dative tak tatjį takum takum
These two changes are likely to be related, since loss of distinct nominative and accusative forms eliminated part of the paradigm in which definite and indefinite forms were distinguished in the plural (the dative definite and indefinite plurals were already identical in ClassicalÖvdalian).
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The third difference in this system is the loss of several distinctly dative suffixes in the indefinite singular, with the result that Direct and Dative cases are often indistinct in the indefinite singular. This can be seen in the paradigms for est 'horse' and tak 'roof' in (1)- (2) (Levander 1909:11-12, 29-30, 40-41) . Another interesting property in the system is a mismatch between the case system for lexical nouns and the case system for pronouns. First and second person pronouns, as well as plural pronouns, also make a two-case distinction, but syncretize accusative with dative rather than with nominative. The mismatch can be illustrated in the following way. (4) pronoun (1pl) A similar situation is observed in Norwegian dialects which preserve the dative. For example, Halsa (Nordmøre) dialect as described byÅfarli and Fjøsne (2012) distinguishes nominative from accusative/dative in parts of the pronominal sys-5 Levander (1909:13, n. 2) observes that older speakers occasionally have a distinct dative definite plural -ume, but this is sufficiently marginal that he does not include it in his paradigms.
6 I deliberately illustrate with a noun which is low in frequency in daily discourse. In elicitation sessions, I tested low as well as high frequency nouns to control for the possibility that case forms for certain high frequency nouns might be exceptional.
tem, but dative from nominative/accusative in some third person pronouns and on definite-marked lexical nouns, as indicated in (5). (5) pronoun (1pl) This kind of situation can be found in other case alignment systems. In ergative systems, the subject of an intransitive (S) shows the same case as the object of a transitive (O), distinct from the ergative case of the subject of a transitive verb (A), while in accusative systems S and A pattern together, distinct from O. Quite commonly, pronouns, and especially first and second person pronouns, show accusative alignment while full nouns show ergative alignment (Silverstein 1976 , Dixon 1994 . This is illustrated below with Dyirbal, an Australian language (Dixon 1972:42, 50 ).
(6) pronoun (1pl) lexical noun (Class I sg) A (Nom) Nanad%i yaóa-Ngu A (Erg) S (Nom) Nanad%i yaóa S (Abs) O (Acc) Nanad%i-na yaóa O (Abs) 'we/us' 'man'
Another similar pattern is the one seen in Bonan (Mongolic ; Baerman 2009:226) , where pronouns syncretize dative with accusative, while full nouns have a distinct dative, but have an accusative which is indistinct from the genitive. In both Dyirbal andÖvdalian, there are a few points in the pronominal system where a three-way distinction can be seen. I discuss the facts forÖvdalian in §2.2. More generally, the outline of the article is as follows. I compare Classical Ovdalian to Old Norse in §2, stepping through the status of each of the cases in ClassicalÖvdalian. In §3, I discuss the system of TraditionalÖvdalian, including the two-case system in full noun phrases. Because the system has not been carefully documented before, I take some time to establish that the system is in fact attested. There is a brief conclusion in §5.
From Old Norse to ClassicalÖvdalian
Family tree representations cannot easily depict the influence of languages on their neighbors, and cannot adequately reflect the complex status of Modern Norwegian, but to give a very rough idea of the place ofÖvdalian in the North Germanic language family, one might consider a representation such as the following. North Germanic
Ovdalian derives from Dalecarlian dialects which had already developed significantly distinctive properties from other Swedish varieties before the 1600's (Levander 1925:37-43) . The placement of Norwegian, Danish, and Swedish in the middle of the tree is meant to abstractly reflect the fact that those three languages have undergone a number of related developments which have not affected the graphically 'peripheral' languages (see e.g. Ringmar 2005 for a comparison of conservative traits of Icelandic, Faroese, andÖvdalian).
In this section I place theÖvdalian case system in its historical context, discussing the status of the genitive, the definite article, and some systematic syncretisms.
The four cases of Old Norse
Old Norse 7 had a four-case system with Nominative, Accusative, Dative, and Genitive. In the paradigms below, this is illustrated with examples from Old Swedish, from Noreen (1904) and Delsing (2002) .
8 Levander (1909) presents ClassicalÖvdalian variably with four-case paradigms or with three-case paradigms, with the genitive left out. The many genitive gaps in his paradigms suggest that the genitive was already on its way out in the ClassicalÖvdalian system. Sample paradigms are presented below as reported by Levander (but following the orthographic standard adopted in 2005 by the Ulum Dalska language council).
Paradigms for 'horse'
7 Here using the term Old Norse loosely to refer to the various medieval North Germanic varieties, including East Norse and West Norse. Because Old Norse is sometimes used more narrowly to refer to West Norse, Bandle et al. (2002) introduces the term Old Nordic, but this term is not yet widely known.
8 The dual forms are not well attested in East Norse, but it is clear in West Norse that the dative and accusative are syncretized there (Noreen 1884 , Iversen 1922 
Pronouns
It can be seen from the pronominal forms in (9) that accusative is not distinct from dative in the dual and plural forms of the first person pronouns. The dative-accusative distinction is also lost for first and second person singular in the course of the Old Swedish period, with the historically accusative forms appearing in dative contexts (cf. Delsing 2002:929) . The case which combines accusative and dative functions is sometimes called 'objective,' and this will be done here.
Classical and TraditionalÖvdalian, like standard Swedish, exhibit a basic nominative-objective distinction through most of the first and second person. The distinction is illustrated for Swedish in (10a) and forÖvdalian in (10b) (the example is elicited from a speaker of TraditionalÖvdalian, but can be used here in this discussion of characteristics of ClassicalÖvdalian since the property in question is the same for both varieties). This is the pattern for first singular, second singular, first plural, and third plural, as illustrated in (12). As in English, the second plural makes no case distinctions for nominative, accusative, and dative.
In the third plural, the old dative has taken over the role of the accusative, another trend which can be seen in Old Swedish (Delsing 2002:931 The masculine singular pronoun shows the same split between direct and dative case that is seen in the nominal paradigm, as illustrated below (two variants of the dative form are shown; the direct-case form an is variously glossed 'he' or 'him' here as elsewhere). (14) a. Thus, although the pronominal system seen as a whole makes a three-way case distinction, it is only in the third person singular forms that anything like a specialized dative can be identified.
As mentioned in §1, it is not uncommon for languages to at least partly dissociate the case system expressed by pronouns from the case system expressed by full noun phrases. For instance, English has a two-case system for pronouns but no vestige whatsoever of that distinction in the case system. It seems that forÖvdalian we can identify two competing case systems, as represented in (16 The tendency here might be related to Differential object marking, or DOM. DOM systems often make nominative-accusative distinctions only at the high end of a kind of 'individuation' hierarchy, for example animates or definites may be overtly marked for accusative case, while inanimates or indefinites fail to show overt marking (Bossong 1991, Dalrymple and Nikolaeva 2011) . First and second person are the most highly 'individuated,' being inherently animate and definite. Silverstein (1976) posits an 'animacy' hierarchy of nominal types for casemarking cross-linguistically (drawing evidence from several Australian languages as well as Chinookan). A version of the hierarchy is presented in (19) (cf. Silverstein 1976:121-122; Dixon 1994:88-90 argues for 1st > 2nd, but for reasons stated below I put them into a single class).
Silverstein's observation is that if a language overtly marks accusative case on any class of noun phrases in this hierarchy, it will do so for those noun phrases which are higher than that class on the hierarchy. Thus, for example, Dyirbal only marks accusative case on first and second person pronouns, while another Australian language, Bandjalang, marks accusative on all pronouns, and another, Aranda, marks pronouns and animate nouns. If we equate neuter gender with inanimacy (at least abstractly, or historically), then we can say that Old Norse obeys this hierarchy, since it marks accusative on all types down to and including animate N (i.e. masculine and feminine, but not neuter). I argue below that TraditionalÖvdalian has lost accusative marking on all common 9 I continue to indicate the nominative-accusative han-han syncretism as accidental. This is on the assumption (quite possibly wrong) that a systematic syncretism domain always respects the Silverstein hierarchy. The third person singular is separated from the more general domain of that syncretism in the neuter gender by the lexical masculine nouns. The difference with (16) is that if feminine singular pronouns and plural pronouns are treated as higher than masculine singular ones on the Silverstein hierarchy, then it is possible to posit a contiguous Direct-Dative syncretism domain including the masculine singular pronouns. Note that in modern standard Swedish, honum (now honom) has taken over accusative functions, thus patterning with the upper end of the Silverstein hierarchy.
nouns, preserving it only on first and second person pronouns, and some third person pronouns (feminine and plural). This is again perfectly compatible with the Silverstein hierarchy.
Silverstein and Dixon also discuss cases where number matters, as inÖvdalian, though they interpret the data differently. A general tendency that seems to hold for the cases here is that if a class in the hierarchy is split, then marked members of the class (e.g. plural, or feminine) tend to pattern toward the top of the scale while unmarked features tend to pattern toward the bottom (stated generally by Silverstein in terms of 'positive' values of features; Dixon instead suggests (p. 92) that number is not part of the hierarchy, and that plural forms will independently tend to make fewer distinctions than singular forms).
Silverstein and Dixon relate the animacy hierarchy to the likelihood of a class of noun phrase acting as an agent or patient; noun phrases higher on the hierarchy are more typical agents, those lower are more typical patients. They show that the same hierarchy governs the distribution of ergative case-marking: if a language marks ergative on a type of noun phrase, it will do so on noun phrases lower than it on the hierarchy (see also e.g. DeLancey 1981).
Here, we see that the same hierarchy appears to relate to dative. In Old Norse, the dative-accusative distinction is made consistently at the low end of the hierarchy, and fails to be made only at the very top, in part of the first and second person paradigm (namely the plurals; notice that this pattern fits the hierarchy as stated in (19), with 1st and 2nd combined into a single 'participant' category, but not Silverstein's or Dixon's versions). InÖvdalian, the dative-accusative distinction is still made at the low end of the hierarchy, but the cut-off is lower than it was in Old Norse, somewhere in the third person pronominal system (again with plural above the cut, but here also the feminine singular).
Pronominal systems and determiner systems are often related, and in ClassicalÖvdalian this relationship can clearly be seen. An interesting question which arises is whether the system of determiners in TraditionalÖvdalian follows the Nom-Obj alignment seen on the left in (16), or the Drct-Dat alignment seen on the right. In section 3.6, I show that the determiner system, to the extent that it expresses case, follows the Drct-Dat alignment. This supports the suggestion that what has occurred is a systematic structural change in the case system, rather than simply the accumulation of phonological changes; if the loss of case distinctions were entirely due to phonological leveling, then there would be no reason for the adnominal modifiers to level to a pattern different from what is seen in the pronominal system.
Genitive
Most of the case forms are transparently related to their cousins in other Germanic languages, such as Icelandic, but the genitive is anomalous. Levander (1909) often gives only three cases in his nominal paradigms, or gives genitive forms only for definite-marked nouns. Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2006) argue that ClassicalÖvdalian is really a three-case system, and I adopt their conclusion here. I summarize their argument in this subsection and add a few observations. First, the existence of possessive forms of pronouns such as my in English is not sufficient evidence for a genitive case; such elements may be separated entirely from the case system. In Old Norse, a genitive form of the pronoun can be used possessively but also shows up in all other genitive contexts, for example as complement of the preposition til 'to', which idiosyncratically assigns genitive: til mín, 'to me.gen'. Possessive pronouns like English my do not show this wider distribution, and nor do theÖvdalian possessive pronouns, apparently.
Another reason to question the existence of genitive as a living case in Ovdalian comes from the inflectional paradigms of nominal modifiers. In Old Norse, nominal modifiers normally agree in case with the noun phrase they modify, and accordingly display a full four-case paradigm; this holds of demonstratives, quantifiers, numerals, adjectives, and so on. For ClassicalÖvdalian, however, Levander usually gives three-case paradigms, only exceptionally noting a genitive form (e.g. miklumes 'many' on p. 54). In TraditionalÖvdalian, such exceptional genitive forms of nominal modifiers are if anything rarer and more restricted.
A third argument that there is no genitive case inÖvdalian comes from the syntactic distribution of forms. In Old Norse, the genitive appears in a variety of contexts, including various adnominal uses as well as on complements of certain verbs and adjectives and prepositions. In ClassicalÖvdalian, we can divide the potential genitive contexts into two, which turn out to behave differently: one is in the complement of certain prepositions, discussed in section 2.3.1, and the other is an adnominal possessive, discussed in section 2.3.2 below.
Distribution of genitive DPs; Prepositions
InÖvdalian, there is a large number of expressions in which a genitive form of a noun is combined with et 'to' or i 'in', for example (Levander 1909:96) et bys 'to town,' et endes "to end" meaning 'in the end, finally,' i kwelds "in evening" meaning 'yesterday evening,' etc. The -s ending is historically the regular genitive marker for singular masculine and neuter nouns of the strong declension, but some examples show historically plural, feminine, or weak endings other than -s, e.g. et juoler 'for Christmas. ' Swedish, too, retains a number of such expressions, for example till skogs/till havs/till fjälls, 'to the woods/to the sea/to the mountains' including some which preserve old weak and feminine forms, e.g. till handa 'at hand', till salu 'for sale'.
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InÖvdalian as in Swedish, the collocations with prepositions do not allow free modification, determination, or quantification of the noun. English similarly has many collocations of P+N which do not allow modification; consider at hand 'available', on time 'punctual', by boat 'using a boat as means of transport', which do not allow modification or quantification (They arrived by boat, They arrived by speedboat, *They arrived by speedy boat, *They arrived by two boats). Unlike Swedish andÖvdalian, English does not seem to have preserved any case endings in such collocations. Occasionally, such a construction allows some limited productivity, consider English by car, by plane, by hydrofoil. There must have been a productive stage for some part of this construction at some point in the history ofÖvdalian as well, since Old Norseí 'in' does not assign genitive.
At this point, however, the productivity of the -s ending in these collocations inÖvdalian is presumably limited at best. Thus, these constructions, though interesting in their own right, do not provide evidence for a full-fledged genitive case in ClassicalÖvdalian on a par with the dative.
The possessive
Genitive is a general adnominal case in Old Norse (e.g. nafn Víga-Hrapps "name Víga-Hrapp.gen", 'the name Víga-Hrapp'; eyrir brends silfrs "ounce pure.gen silver.gen", 'an ounce of pure silver'; vika sjóvar "week sea.gen" 'a sea-mile'; Nygaard 1966) . The possessive use can be considered an example of this. (20) skáld skald
Haralds
Harald.gen hins the.gen hárfagra hair.fair.gen 'Harald the Fair-haired's skald (bard, poet)' (Old Norse)
As can be seen from the example, genitive case appears on the head of the possessor as well as the modifiers, in Old Norse.
11 InÖvdalian, there is a possessive construction which is clearly related historically to the genitive, in employing a morpheme with an /s/ in it, but diverging significantly from the Old Norse construction. (21) IttaD-jär this-here ir is kullumes girl.dat.pl.poss saing. bed 'This is the girls' bed' (ClassicalÖvdalian, Levander 1909:96) There are several differences here. One is that the /s/ genitive is historically restricted to strong masculine and neuter nouns, and is not found with feminine nouns. Another is that the /um/ is identical with the dative, as if the possessive form were built on top of the dative (as suggested in the gloss). Another is the prenominal position of the possessor, which was not the unmarked order in Old Norse (cf. (20) and e.g. Nygaard 1966 :129, Faarlund 2004 .
If the -es is a possessor marker, rather than a case, then that would partly explain why Levander (1909) often only gave 'genitive' forms for definite-marked nouns: possessors are typically definite, and the possessor construction might even require definiteness.
An important difference comes through when postnominal modifiers are added: the possessive marking here does not show up on the head, but rather the periphery of the phrase (as with the English s-possessive), here set off with a hyphen. Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2006) , observing these and other examples, conclude that the /es/ is a possessive clitic attaching outside the dative, as suggested by the gloss. The relevant parts of the paradigm for masculine 'horse' and feminine 'girl' are given in (23) (again, using a hyphen to graphically distinguish the possessive marker, and now introducing boxes to mark systematic syncretisms).
The clitic analysis explains several things: the morphological complexity (i.e. the fact that the dative morphology cooccurs with the genitive, unlike the situation in Old Norse), the insensitivity of the -es form to gender and declension classes (again, unlike the Old Norse genitive), the paradigm gaps (the possessive construction which licenses the clitic may require a definite possessor), and more (see Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2006 for additional arguments).
Nominative-Accusative
The Old Norse paradigms showed some syncretisms for nominative and accusative case, as illustrated here with one example each of a strong declension masculine, strong declension feminine, and strong declension neuter noun (in Old Swedish). Again, the boxes indicate systematic syncretisms for adjacent case-cells.
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(24) The case/number paradigms for a strong masculine noun: 'horse' (M) indefinite definite sg nom hestaer hestr-inn acc hest hest-inn dat hesti hesti-num gen hests hests-ins pl nom hestar hesta-nir acc hesta hesta-na dat hestum hestum-in gen hesta hesta-nna (25) The case/number paradigms for a strong feminine noun: 'journey' (F) indefinite definite sg nom faerþ faerþ-in acc faerþ faerþ-ina dat faerþ faerþ-inni gen faerþar faerþ-innar pl nom faerþir faerþi-nar acc dat faerþum faerþum-in gen faerþa faerþ-inna (26) The case/number paradigms for a strong neuter noun: 'ship' (N) indefinite definite sg nom skip skip-it acc dat skipi skipi-nu gen skips skips-ins pl nom skip skip-in acc dat skipum skipum-in gen skipa skipa-nna
As indicated, nominative and accusative are fully syncretized for the neuter and the feminine plural, but not systematically for the masculine nor for the feminine singular. For weak nouns, the same nominative-accusative syncretisms are observed for the neuter and the feminine plural, and in addition there are systematic syncretisms for the non-nominative cases (Acc, Dat, Gen) in the indefinite singular.
The case/number paradigms for a weak masculine noun: 'bull' (M) indefinite definite sg nom uxi uxi-nn acc uxa uxa-nn dat uxa-num gen uxa-ns pl nom uxar uxa-nir acc uxa uxa-na dat uxum uxum-in gen uxa uxa-nna indefinite definite sg nom øra øra-t acc dat øra-nu gen øra-ns pl nom øron øron-in acc dat ørom ørom-in gen øra øra-nna
There are further syncretisms which are more restricted in scope. For example Old Norse strong masculine nouns ending in liquids such as /l/ (such as karl, 'man') neutralized the nominative-accusative distinction in the singular.
14 This is not boxed here as it does not affect the entire strong masculine declension, at least not in the early part of the Old Swedish period.
Another systematic syncretism which can be observed in the paradigms above is that the genitive plural -a and the dative plural -um do not distinguish gender. Genitive, Dative, and plural are all traditionally marked categories, and such syncretisms can be described in terms of Impoverishment (Bonet 1991 , Noyer 1992 , Halle 1997 ), a kind of redundancy rule which states the incompatibility of one marked feature with another. Such rules can be stated as cooccurrence restrictions on marked features (e.g. * [gender,plural] if gender distinctions are absent in the plural), but are normally stated in Distributed Morphology in terms of the deletion of a marked feature. 15 Neuter pronouns are arguably the least-marked; they are used as expletives, and to refer to clausal referents which have no gender (and in Old Norse, a coordination of a masculine and a feminine controls neuter plural agreement, cf. Faarlund 2004:95). If we assume that neuter is the absence of gender features, then an Impoverishment rule can delete masculine and feminine in the context of genitive plural or dative plural, as in (31), letting anim[ate] stand in as a generalization over masculine and feminine (see Müller 2005 for a more detailed account of Impoverishment rules in Icelandic nouns).
Dat,pl Stump (2001:238) , developing a suggestion by Hjelmslev (1935) , proposes a Feature Ranking Principle which states that syncretisms are governed by languagespecific feature hierarchies.
(32) Feature Ranking Principle: For any language ℓ, there is a ranking > of morphosyntactic features in ℓ which satisfies the following condition: for every stipulated syncretism S in ℓ, if the dominant properties of S include a specification of the features F d and the subordinate properties of S include a specification of the feature F s , then
If case and number are ranked higher than gender in Old Swedish, then the Feature Ranking Principle would allow the syncretisms described by (31a) and (31b). The ranking of case and number above gender fits with their locus in an extended DP (Borer 2005 , Svenonius 2008 : case values are determined externally to the noun phrase, so it is reasonable that case is structurally higher than DP-internal features. Gender is lexically determined, so it is reasonable that it should be structurally lower than number. It is plausible that the structural hierarchy K[ase] > Number > Gender might be reflected in the Feature Ranking Principle. Suppose that expressing features on an exponent is 'costly'; expressing two features is better than expressing three. Of the three features case, number, and gender, gender is lowest on the hierarchy and hence the most likely to be deleted as in (31a) and (31b). There is also a systematic syncretism of nominative and accusative in the feminine paradigms. If cases are organized in a markedness hierarchy, so that Nominative is the absence of Case, and Accusative is the presence of Case but the absence of any Oblique case (essentially as in Jakobson 1936; see Caha 2009 for a recent account), then the systematic syncretism of nominative and accusative in the feminine plural could be stated as follows (using Acc for the relevant case component).
If gender and number are ranked higher than case, then (33) would be compatible with the Feature Ranking Principle. But to allow it as well as (31a) and (31b), the ranking would have to place accusative over gender (at least feminine), and gender (including masculine and feminine) over the oblique cases. It is unclear whether such a hierarchy could be motivated in any independent way. The systematic syncretism of nominative and accusative in the neuter cannot be stated in terms of deletion of unmarked features, if neuter is an unmarked category as just assumed.
An alternative is to link the expression of accusative to an abstract anim[ate] gender feature present only in noun phrases with masculine or feminine gender. I develop this line of thinking in §3 below.
Weak nouns syncretize all non-nominative cases in the singular only. The fact that the singular is the unmarked value of number means that this cannot be stated in terms of a markedness cooccurrence restriction either (furthermore, it is unclear whether weak nouns are marked compared to strong ones).
Incremental weakening of the nominative-accusative distinction
ClassicalÖvdalian increases the number of systematic syncretisms slightly, compared to Old Swedish. The syncretism of nominative and accusative spreads through strong masculine and feminine singulars, and to the definite forms of the feminine.
Thus, the only places in which the strong nominal paradigm distinguished nominative from accusative in ClassicalÖvdalian were in the masculine plural (definite and indefinite). In the weak paradigm, illustrated below, nominative continued to be distinguished from accusative in the singular of the masculine and feminine. At this point, the distinction rests entirely on a diverse set of phonological features in weak syllables, as summarized in the following table.
(36) ClassicalÖvdalian Nom Acc str/wk m pl indef ester; ukser esta; uksa str/wk m pl def estär; uksär estą; uksą wk m sg indef ukse uksa wk m sg def uksn uksan wk f sg indef flugo, kulla flugu, kullu wk f sg def flugǫ, kullą flugų , kullų
TraditionalÖvdalian has completely neutralized nominative and accusative in the common noun paradigms. This has been concluded independently by, for example, Helgander (2005) and Garbacz and Johannessen (this volume) . I provide additional evidence for this conclusion in section 3.1.
Levander noted that the last vestige of the distinction between definite and indefinite in the dative plural, in the strong masculine paradigm as seen in (34), was already rare in his 1909 investigation. The systematic syncretism can again be described as an Impoverishment rule.
This is a typical Impoverishment rule, in eliminating a marked feature in the presence of some other marked features, but as with some of the other syncretisms discussed above, this statement of the facts runs afoul of my interpretation of the Feature Ranking Principle in (32), since definiteness should be hierarchically higher than plurality, given that definite articles are systematically structurally higher than plural markers. Since the definite plural suffix is usually -um, this generalization could equally easily be captured by positing an entry for -um which is underspecified for gender; no Impoverishment rule is needed.
In the next subsection, I discuss a structural change from Old Norse to ClassicalÖvdalian in the nominal suffixes which I argue is connected to this development.
Definite suffix fusion
In Old Norse, the definite article was optionally encliticized to the noun, developing into a definite suffix in various daughter languages (e.g. Faarlund 2009 ). The definite marker can almost always still be neatly separated from the casemarked stem, as can be seen in the Old Swedish paradigms presented in the previous subsection. The only modification of the case-marked stem needed is generally describable in terms of deletion of final /r/, and occasionally of a final /a/, before the definite marker. I discuss an exception in n. 20 below.
The inflection on the definite suffix inflects according to the 'strong' adjectival paradigm, generally showing the forms seen in adjectives ending in /n/, with an exception in the dative plural (where -inum would be the expected form, but the definite suffix is the uninflected form -in).
Thus, the Old Norse nominal paradigms can be parsed into four parts: [i] the noun root, which is inherently specified for declension class and gender, [ii] a suffix which varies with declension class, gender, number, and case, [iii] the base of the definite marker, -n-with phonologically conditioned allomorph -in, and [iv] the adjectival agreement ending, showing gender, number, and case but not declension class.
An indefinite noun only shows one suffix, but the one suffix carries information about case, number, and gender. This can be represented in a tree diagram as follows: N is dominated by a Cl[assifier] node, which carries information about whether the noun is singular or plural but also agrees in case (indicated by [Agr:K]) and in gender (indicated by [Agr:φ]); this node in turn is dominated by a case node K, which carries information about what case the noun phrase is but also agrees in number and gender (indicated by [Agr:φ] ). When the two are adjacent, one suffix from the appropriate nominal declension series spells out both heads. Because the affix is adjacent to the noun root, it may be sensitive to declension class; thus thus a different stem such as siþ 'custom' can take a different form of the masculine plural nominative suffix, -ir.
In definite noun phrases, K has another dependent, D, which spells out as -n; this separates Cl from K, with the result that K spells out as a separate morpheme, from the adjectival series. Syntactic heads are typically assumed to be able to support at least two dependents, a complement and a specifier; in these terms, D is the complement of K, and Cl is the specifier of K (Cl may have moved from the complement position of D, perhaps motivated by the agreement probes).
The agreement probes on Cl and K ensure that they spell out the same set of features, except that only the morpheme which is adjacent to N can show allomorphy for declension class or for phonological properties of the nominal root.
The alternation between /n/ and /in/ is determined by the phonology of the whole (/n/ if a vowel immediately precedes or follows), which can be assumed to reflect a late phonological rule.
The neuter singular agreement marker is -t in the nominative and accusative case, and so the definite suffix would decompositionally be -in-t, but surfaces as -it (-iD in some varieties of Old Norse). This can be effected by a phonological rule, but it is possible that this suffix may have been reanalyzed at some point as a portmanteau consisting of D plus K, as shown in (40b).
(40) a.
Cl happens to be null in the neuter singular for this class of nouns, but some parts of the paradigm have case endings, even in the singular, which are exponents of Cl (the account remains essentially unchanged if Cl is replaced with two heads, Pl in plurals and Anim in masculine and feminine nouns; neither Pl nor Anim would be found in the neuter singular).
In ClassicalÖvdalian, the morphological paradigms show a different structure. There is no invariant definite affix. Instead, the definite affix and the case-gender-number morphology are fused. As a result there are never three suffixes, as there are in Old Norse. In some cases, there seem to be two suffixes, an inner one corresponding to Cl and an outer one corresponding to the fused D-K, but in other cases it seems there is only a single suffix, since even the part which signals definiteness can be sensitive to the declension class of the noun.
First, consider the evidence that there are two suffixes. A neuter noun from one of the strong paradigms is given below with pitch accent marked on all disyllabic forms; an acute accent means 'tone 1,' and a grave accent means 'tone 2.' Tone 2 is the normal accent for disyllabic words, while tone 1 is like the accent on monosyllabic words.
Some of the disyllabic words are tone 2, as expected: the dative ones. But the definite singular and plural nominative-accusative forms are disyllabic but tone 1. To make sense of this pattern, consider first the nominative-accusative singular. The definite suffix is -eD, added to a monosyllabic stem. The definite suffix is not counted for the purposes of tone. This pattern holds in many Scandinavian languages and shows that the definite suffix is less integrated into the word than the plural suffix (see e.g. Lahiri et al. 2005 Similarly, the definite plural nominative-accusative suffix -ę is added to a monosyllabic stem, and is not counted for tone, so the form surfaces as tone 1.
In the dative forms, the singular has a dative suffix, which changes the syllable structure and hence the tone is 2. This suggests that the definite suffix in the dative singular is a nasal autosegment added to an already disyllabic base. If there were a single dative singular definite suffix -ę, then it would give rise to tone 1, just like the definite plural nominative-accusative suffix.
The minimal pair búordę-bùordę is thus clearly understandable if ClassicalÖvdalian involves two nominal suffixes. Now consider a masculine noun. Here the definite singular nominative-accusative marker is a syllabic /n/, and is outside the domain of tone assignment; all other forms are disyllabic in the indefinite, and all other forms are tone 2.
Again, the system is distinguishing plural suffixes, which consistently give tone 2, from definite suffixes, which do not. This is consistent with the plural suffix lexicalizing Cl, and the domain of tone being ClP; the definite suffix lexicalized the higher D-K projections, which are outside the domain for tone assignment. We can see from the indefinite singular dative form that case suffixes are also counted, suggesting that the dative suffix lexicalizes Cl, as in Old Norse. Now, consider whether two suffixes can be parsed in the definite forms. Clearly, the dative singular definite suffix could be /m/. The accusative plural definite suffix could be a nasal autosegment, just as in the neuter dative singular. And the nominative plural definite suffix could be a [low] feature which docks onto the vowel, causing /e/ to change to /ä/. If this is right, then the definite suffix is always added to the indefinite form, but the collection of definite suffixes, sensitive to the case and number of their host and sometimes autosegmental, is quite complex (and not transparently related to the system of adjectival inflection, as it was in Old Norse; see §3.6 for adjectival paradigms). Now consider a feminine noun from one of the strong declensions. Here, the definite nominative-accusative singular suffix /ę/ and the definite dative suffix, a syllabic /n/, are outside the domain of tone assignment, resulting in tone 1, just as in the masculine paradigm, and the plural suffixes are inside that domain, and give rise to tone 2, again like in the masculine paradigm.
If we can assume that a [low] autosegment can change the /e/ in the last syllable to /ä/, then this paradigm, too, could be analyzed in terms of concatenation of a Cl suffix and a definite suffix. However, there are complications. In the weak paradigm of some feminine nouns, for example, additional allomorphs would have to be posited to get the definite forms. Consider the alternation between indefinite plural nominativeaccusative -er and definite plural nominative-accusative -ur.
The [low] autosegment posited for the strong feminine paradigm won't work for the weak paradigm. If the affixes are sensitive to declension class, that suggests they are adjacent to the noun root, which would undermine the two-affix analysis just proposed. This could mean that in ClassicalÖvdalian, a single portmanteau morpheme can spell out all three heads, as illustrated in (46a), while other parts of the paradigm involve combinations of suffixes, as illustrated in (46b).
The single suffix is sensitive to the declension class of N and must therefore be strictly adjacent to it.
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The ClassicalÖvdalian suffixes are difficult to parse, which invites using this portmanteaux analysis for more of them. This suggests the spread of the portmanteau pattern in (46)a. Certain suffixes, like the definite singular masculine nominative-accusative /n/, could be lexically specified for tone.
There are many languages in which roots seem to prefer to bear at most one inflectional suffix. For example, English verbs have at most one suffix, expressing tense (as in walked ), agreement (as in walks), or aspect (as in walking).
If there is eventually one suffix throughout theÖvdalian paradigm, a structure like the one in (46)a would be consistent with the facts, but would leave the restriction on one affix per stem an unexplained stipulation. In fact, since several of the suffixes are underspecified, it becomes difficult to prevent them from cooccurring. What is to prevent a definite suffix like masculine singular Direct case -n from lexicalizing D, appearing outside a plural suffix like -er, lexicalizing Cl: *kall-er-n? Technically, such combinations can be prevented, but only by more fully specifying the lexical entries of the morphemes.
If we were to adopt a one-suffix analysis throughout the paradigm, this would be more consistent with the following structure:
Here, a single inflectional head bears gender, number, definiteness, and case features, and is spelled out by a single morpheme. Given that multiple heads are motivated in Old Norse, this proposal would require that head-bundling be parametrized (as argued in Bobaljik and Jonas 1996, Pylkkänen 2008). There is no evidence apart from the morphology that theÖvdalian noun phrase contains less structure than the Old Swedish ones. An alternative analysis, which preserves parallelism in structure, would be the following:
17 The same can be observed in at least some dialects of Norwegian; for example, there are speakers for whom barna is the definite form of neuter plural barn 'child', but husene is the definite form of neuter plural hus 'house'; there is no phonological generalization describing the distribution, and thus both -a and -ene are neuter plural definite suffixes, distinguished only by declension class, and so must spell out a node which is adjacent to the root N. See Svenonius (to appear).
The idea here is that K and D are systematically null inÖvdalian, but the agreement probe on Cl copies D features as well as K and φ. The fact that K and D are always null is a stipulation, but may be easier to justify formally than the situation with the first hypothesis, which required a large class of portmanteaux and some kind of conspiracy to prevent bimorphemic endings.
In any case, if there is a single suffix, then the loss of the definiteness distinction in the dative plural can now be described in terms of the tendency for morphemes to express fewer features; dative, plural, and definite are all marked features and so there is a pressure to express fewer of them. In Old Norse, only -n expresses definite, and it does not express any other features (eventually -it also expresses definiteness along with K).
This reanalysis is also supported by phonological facts. In Old Norse, the phonological boundary between the case and number-marked stem and the definite marker is phonologically relatively salient. The boundary is significant for phonological rules such as umlaut; a /Y/ in a Cl-suffix induces umlaut in the stem, but a /Y/ in a K suffix does not (though as we saw in Old Swedish, regressive deletion of /r/ and /a/ did occur across this boundary). Thus Cl is inside a cycle of morphophonology that excludes D. In ClassicalÖvdalian, however, there are indications that the definite marker is a more phonologically integrated suffix, indications which point in exactly the opposite direction from the tonal evidence. Suffixes which begin with front vowels trigger palatalization of velar codas in the root, as seen in (49) (using the orthographic dj for /dZ/ and tj for /tS/; I take the /e/ of the nominative definite singular and the nominative indefinite plural to be epenthetic here). Notice in particular that there is no palatalization in the accusative indefinite singular, but there is in the accusative definite singular, the only featural dif-ference being definiteness; so definiteness is phonologically integrated with the stem in a way that is characteristic of a suffix, not of a clitic. The accent, as indicated by Levander (1909) , is nevertheless tone 1: wárdjin (compare dative singular definite wàrdjem with tone 2, as expected). If the palatalization shows that -in is inside the smallest phonological domain, despite its tone neutrality, then it must also be lexically specified with metrical structure to prevent the intonational pitch accent of the stem from including it.
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Additional evidence that the suffixal material in ClassicalÖvdalian is more well-integrated than the definite parts of the suffixal complex in Old Norse is that there are irregular stems which are sensitive to the features in the suffix; for example tjyr 'cow' has a stem-final /r/ in the singular but not the plural forms: nominative/accusative plural tjyner, dative plural tjym (Levander 1909:35) rather than*tjyrar and *tjyrum.
19 In Old Norse, only the material up to Cl can be involved in irregularity, not the material beyond it. These considerations support the hypothesis in (48) over various alternatives.
20
The fusion of the suffixes is an important difference between the Old Norse nominal inflectional system and the ClassicalÖvdalian one: the Old Norse noun has up to three suffixes, only one of which is strictly speaking part of the nominal paradigm. The second suffix out is the largely invariant -(i)n, with a phonologically motivated alternation but very little other allomorphy, and is linked to the paradigm for adjectives and participles, and the third part of the noun's morphology is identical to adjectival agreement. Thus, for example, a systematic syncretism in the weak paradigms of accusative, dative, and genitive singular need not have any effect on the definite suffix, which follows the adjectival paradigm. Furthermore, the definite forms are always distinct from the indefinite forms for the simple reason that the definite suffix is overt and is added to the indefinite form.
In contrast, the ClassicalÖvdalian nominal suffixes, at least for parts of the paradigm, appear to be fully fused, with no morpheme boundary distinguishing the definite part from the inner part. This could be expected to accelerate feature neutralization, since it means that a single suffix is bearing more of a featural burden, and without reinforcement from other paradigms.
From ClassicalÖvdalian to TraditionalÖvdalian
TraditionalÖvdalian has completely neutralized nominative and accusative in the common noun paradigm, as indicated in the table. I provide evidence for this in section 3.1.
18 I am assuming an analysis of accent like the one proposed in Morén-Duolljá (2013). Thanks to Patrik Bye for discussion.
19 Steensland (2006:109) notes an alternate dative plural form tjynum, which would be a regularization of the plural paradigm.
20 Delsing (2002) notes one place in Old Swedish which might suggest a similar development. In the dative and genitive singular ofō-stem feminine nouns, the inner suffix is unexpectedly missing before the definite suffix. That is, one apparenly finds sōl-inni rather than the expected *sōl-u-nni (dative), and sōl-innar rather than *sōl-a(r)-(i)nnar (genitive). Since the language must have accusative case in order to license it on pronouns, and since the distribution of full noun phrases is the same as that of pronouns, it seems that accusative case exists in the language, it is simply not expressed on common nouns. This can be described in terms of an Impoverishment rule, taking Cl to be the locus of gender and hence of the anim feature posited to be present on masculine and feminine nouns but not neuter ones. The rule only applies to lexical nouns (N), not to pronouns.
Note that this rule does not seem readily compliant with the Feature Ranking Principle in (32), as it would require N to be ranked higher than Accusative. According to the analysis in (48), K in ClassicalÖvdalian is never overt. What is overt is agreement in case, on the Cl head (and certain adnominal elements). Agreement probes do not always copy case features; that is why [Agr: K] and [Agr: φ] had to be distinguished. It seems plausible, then, that the loss of accusative on full nouns is not due to Impoverishment at all, but rather to a change in the nature of the agreement probe on Cl. Suppose that Cl in TraditionalÖvdalian probes for φ and for dative, but not for other cases. Then Cl will never pick up accusative features.
This resolves the tension with the Feature Ranking Principle, since there is no longer any syncretism to be described: Cl simply doesn't have accusative features. The systematic syncretism of nominative and accusative in the neuter in Old Norse, noted in §2.4, could be handled similarly, if neuter nouns lacked a probe which masculine and feminine nouns had. The same approach might also reconcile the underspecification of nonnominative case in weak singular noun paradigms also noted in §2.4.
Pronouns, arguably, have a different structure from common nouns; Cl is the locus of plurality in common nouns, but plural pronouns are different (first person plural is not a plurality of speakers, nor is second person plural necessarily a plurality of addressees). So pronouns can have their own [Agr: K], or even spell out K directly, without that affecting the common noun paradigm. The Silverstein hierarchy, which states that pronouns are more likely that common nouns to express accusative case, suggests that this is a common situation.
In the next section I present evidence for the neutralization.
3.1 Accusative Levander (1928:128) notes that the distinction between nominative and accusative in full nouns was wavering in the speech of informants living in the larger towns inÄlvdalen already in the 1920's, and lost in neighboring districts. When the nominative and accusative collapse into a direct case form, the form which takes over is sometimes the historical nominative and sometimes the historical accusative, hence the observation of an historically accusative form is not evidence that a distinction is being made. Still, it is convenient to speak of the accusative as being what was lost in diachronic terms.
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Helgander (1996) reviews evidence suggesting that the distinction was first lost in indefinite forms among speakers born at the end of the nineteenth century and then in definite forms, with speakers born in the 1930's showing no nominative-accusative distinction on full nouns.
The loss of the distinction is illustrated below in a pair of examples from Nyström (1964:15, 22f) , an interview with a speaker from the northern village of Karlsarvet, born in 1891. The orthography has been standardized (with the assistance of Piotr Garbacz), except for the endings on the full nouns (a hesitation marker is marked with angle brackets). Grais 'pig' and tjitte 'pen' are masculine nouns belonging to different declensions. In ClassicalÖvdalian, both would have had nominative plural -er in the indefinite, and -är in the definite, in Karlsarvet (Levander 1909:11, n. b) . Both would have had accusative plurals in -a in the indefinite and in -ą in the definite. We expect nominative in the existential construction 'there were pigs,' and the loss of final /r/ in this phonological context is common, so the first form graise [r] in (53a) is as expected. However, we expect accusative after 'have,' so the form graiser in (53b) suggests a loss of the nominative-accusative distinction. Similarly, the appearance of historically nominative forms graistjitte[r] and graistjittär in accusative contexts in (53a-b) suggests the loss of the distinction.
21 Specifying only unambiguously expressed features in the gloss, in order to avoid implying more distinctions than are actively being made in the variety being described.
22 Steensland (2006:12) observes that the historically accusative form of singulars often becomes the direct case form for masculine nouns in -e and a large class of feminine stems ending in vowels (a class with an open first syllable, hence not including etta 'hat' in (52), which goes the other way, generalizing the historical nominative).
Today the nominative-accusative distinction on full nouns can be considered archaic at best, even among the most conservative speakers. This is implicitly recognized in Steensland's (2006) dictionary, which provides dative forms but not distinct accusative forms. Knowledgeable elderly speakers know the accusative forms and sometimes regard them as correct in accusative contexts, and provide them in elicitation, but I have not been able to observe a nominativeaccusative distinction being made in spontaneous speech.
More commonly, speakers neutralize the nominative and accusative, as in the (elicited) example below. The same informant lacks dative in the following example where it would have been expected after this sense of the preposition min 'with' (though min has a variety of senses, and some of them regularly take the direct case, historically accusative). Coordination is a common context for the lack of expected dative, for some reason. In the example in (58), the feminine nouns dukka 'doll' and tjyr 'cow' are not expected to distinguish nominative from accusative, but the masculine noun est 'horse' is. Finally, some examples from KK. First, there are examples in KK where the nominative-accusative distinction appears to be made. For example, the strong masculine noun kripp 'child' appears in the plural forms kripper and krippa, as seen below. I gloss this form with 'acc' in parentheses since it is at issue whether this form is really consistently used in accusative contexts. (Note also that nasalization is only sporadically marked in KK, so the example in (60) might actually be krippą , i.e. the definite-marked accusative plural.) 'He had bellowed to her, and asked her how often he had read aloud Solomon's words for her, so that she would learn how to govern the children'
In the same text, kripper also appears in contexts which should be accusative. had 'Now the question is, whether many of those 200 men who were going to follow, didn't have a wife and children at home, who had more cause to be anxious than the priest's wife did'
The examples above show coordination, which occasionally (though not always) interferes with dative case (in addition, the first involves displacement, which is noted by Sandøy (2000) to inhibit the assignment of dative in Norwegian dialects with dative case). However, the absence of a nominative-accusative distinction goes beyond such circumstances and is far more common in KK, even more common than strict observance. Two examples are given below. The examples above have all involved the extension of an historically nominative case into accusative contexts, but the substitution of forms goes both ways. An example of an historically accusative form in a nominative context is seen below. The example contains both the historically nominative and the historically accusative form. ąn. him 'The platform was booby-trapped with spikes, so that when the bear came toward them, the platform fell down on him and crushed him to death.' Similarly, in the example below, maru '(the) nightmare' (a supernatural being) is the subject, and should be nominative (mara, a weak feminine noun, in older forms of the language); in the second example, the same noun is an object (or subject of an ECM construction), and should be accusative. Yet it is typical of KK that the forms are not distinct. gajd. gone 'She had let the nightmare have her way on the farm and now she saw how it had gone' Thus, although accusative forms are sometimes found in accusative contexts in TraditionalÖvdalian, the system as a whole does not make this distinction, for full noun phrases.
On the other hand, the syntax makes a distinction among nominative and accusative case contexts, since first and second person and plural pronouns systematically continue to distinguish the finite subject position from other positions, with paradigms essentially like those described in section 2.2. The three-way distinction for the feminine pronoun made in ClassicalÖvdalian appears to be collapsing, however, see Garbacz and Johannessen (this volume) , meaning that pronouns generally seem to make a two-case distinction, setting aside the possessive forms.
In the next section I document the persistence of the dative case in conservative varieties of TraditionalÖvdalian.
Dative
Dative case appears fairly consistently on the objects of certain prepositions. As is typical of Indo-European languages with case, there are prepositions which govern accusative, prepositions which govern dative, and prepositions which alternate, with static descriptions requiring dative and dynamic ones requiring accusative, in the manner familiar from languages like German. This system is largely preserved inÖvdalian, illustrated here with some elicited examples. More examples are given below from KK, preserving the (non-standard) orthography employed by Hjalmar Larsson in that work, except to mark the unambiguously dative-marked noun in boldface. First, (73) illustrates a masculine definite singular (gard 'yard, farm,' compounded with tsyerts(a) 'church') and (74) shows two masculine plurals (munn 'mouth' and est 'horse'). horses.dat 'Some scouts came riding so that their horses' mouths were frothing' Example (75) is a feminine definite singular (stugu 'building, house'), and (76) is a feminine plural (påsker 'Easter' is a plurale tantum). Finally, an example of a definite singular neuter noun (buord 'table'), and a plural neuter noun (oga 'eye').
nominative-accusative distinction, as discussed above 27 Another note on glossing conventions: As I detail below, this variety ofÖvdalian does not overtly mark definiteness distinctions in the plural; thus, following the conventions mentioned in n. 21, even plurals which are clearly understood as definite are not glossed as such. The patterns above are robust in KK, though there is some degree of variation. Generally, plurals and definite singulars have unambiguous dative case marking when they immediately follow a dative-governing preposition.
Most failures of dative case marking involve some complication, for example in the coordinate structure in (79), only the first conjunct is dative-marked (the dative plural of finkall 'nobleman' would be finkallum). In such constructions, dative case often fails to appear on the head noun, even in environments which otherwise robustly require dative. In the following example, the head noun klauter is unambiguously in the direct case (dative plural is klautum), despite heading the complement of frǫ 'from,' which systematically takes dative. (81 Garbacz and Johannessen (this volume) , have observed the instability of the dative among contemporary speakers. The pattern described here should be considered a conservative variety of Traditional Ovdalian.
Neutralization of definiteness distinctions in the plural
A striking development in TraditionalÖvdalian is the neutralization of definite distinctions in the plural. In section 2.5, I pointed out the neutralization in ClassicalÖvdalian of definiteness in the dative plural, describing this in terms of Impoverishment in (37). In TraditionalÖvdalian, this pattern of syncretism is more general, affecting the Direct case plurals of masculine and feminine nouns.
The following tables represent paradigms which I believe to be representative of six classes of nouns which had systematically different behavior in Classical Ovdalian. There is one caveat: dative might be more frequently marked in the indefinite singular forms than I have been able to detect; see the discussion of apocope and of pitch accent possibly marking dative case in §2.6. Setting that possibility aside, there seems to be widespread neutralization of the dative-direct distinction in the indefinite singular, just as in the dative-preserving dialects of Norwegian studied by, e.g. Eythórsson et al. (2012) .
In each pair, the noun on the left is from a strong declension class and the one on the right is weak; the examples in (83) are masculine, those in (84) There are more noun classes than are displayed here, but these are broadly representative (for more examples see §3.5). The paradigms displayed here are an idealization, and the actual data collected shows much variation. The total number of suffixes involved is not very great, so it is not clear how much would be gained by stipulating an Impoverishment rule; the suffixes -er and -ur and any others could simply be underspecified, as I suggested in §2.5 for dative plural -um. The syncretism of the definite and indefinite plurals might somehow be a consequence of the fusion of the definite and plural suffixes. However, some other Mainland Scandinavian languages have also fused their plural and definite suffixes (Faarlund 2009 ), without the loss of definite distinctions in the plural (on the other hand, gender distinctions in the plural are often lost in those languages).
The indefinite singular dative
ClassicalÖvdalian had a dative form ienum of the masculine indefinite article, but this seems to be largely absent from spontaneous speech in Traditional Ovdalian, where the direct form ien is substituted.
Overt dative suffixes on indefinite singulars are frequently absent from KK, as in the following examples. In older forms of the language, strong masculine and neuter nouns like est, skatt, and ų otyg would have a vocalic suffix in the dative singular; in KK the preposition frǫ always takes dative case when the complement is plural or definite. Yet in these indefinites no dative morpheme is seen.
Even the conservative text in Nyström (1964) contains an example which lacks the dative ending on an indefinite singular, e.g. the following example (ibid. pp. 37-38, transcribed in an adapted standard orthography from Nyström's narrow phonetic transcription). Here the dative singular of the strong neuter kräld 'vessel' would have been krälde in ClassicalÖvdalian. A phonological process of apocope, common in the region, may be the culprit.
In many cases of apocope, the pitch accent distinctions on the affected word remain as if the deleted syllable were still present. As I showed above, dative singular indefinite case suffixes on strong noun stems add a second syllable and hence give rise to tone 2. This means that if the dative suffix is deleted by apocope, then in some cases it might be recoverable, in that the accent on the monosyllabic noun might be that of a tone 2 word, contrasting with the direct case tone 1.
31 This possibility cannot be investigated in KK, because tone is not marked. I also found it difficult to investigate in field work, owing partly to the scarcity of relevant examples but also the difficulty, for one not adept in the language, of distinguishing tone 1 from tone 2 on monosyllabic words.
In the narrow phonetic transcriptions of Gunnar Nyström, however, it is clear that a tonal contrast is made on monosyllabic words, and the monosyllabic words with tone 2 would in most cases have had a syllabic suffix in earlier forms of the language. The compound noun liuotkräld 'nasty vessel' in (89) is too long to show the effect, and I have not found any other indefinite datives in Nyström (1964) missing their dative suffixes. But there are several words in that interview which preserve tone 2 despite missing expected vocalic suffixes, for example the verbs màtt[e] 'had to' and blàtt[a] 'dissolved' in (89), here with the missing vowels supplied and the tone marking added.
The following transcriptions are regularized to the standardÖvdalian orthography, 32 except that the expected-but crucially missing-vocalic ending in each example is supplied in square brackets, and the tone from Nyström's narrow transcription is added to the words in question. 32 In this case by Piotr Garbacz. E.g. the original narrow transcription mąñ e$ 'mornings,' an irregular masculine noun, is standardized to me'nner. The fact that the vowel in the ending is [e$ ], i.e. /e/, in an accusative context, is typical of the simplification of the direct plural endings in TraditionalÖvdalian: Levander (1909:16) notes the nominative definite plural form mè:nnär, and implies an accusative indefinite plural form mè:nna, definite plural mè:nną.
'Yes, we had a trap that also captured big rats' These are weak nouns; lỳöDa would be a nominative form, and fòllu would be accusative (or objective), so they do not prove that dative case can be distinguished from nondative by tone alone in the right context (namely, a strong noun which would have tone 1 in the nominative-accusative singular); but the general pattern of tone 2 preservation in what appear to be reduced forms suggests that it is definitely a possibility. In fact, a case marker which is realized on the surface only as a tone shift could easily be reanalyzed as an autosegment, for example a floating mora. It remains to be seen whether this is the best analysis for any actualÖvdalian case alternations.
Comparative Paradigms
To provide a sense of the general system, I present a representative assortment of nominal paradigms comparing the three-case Classical system to the newer two-case system. I present one each of masculine, feminine, neuter in each of the strong and weak declension classes. Again, it must be remarked that the indefinite dative singular may not be systematically absent from Traditional Ovdalian, if it preserved in tone, which has not been adequately studied. When adjectives are used attributively with an overt noun, they are normally compounded (Delsing 2003) , in which case endings consisting of nonnasal vowels with or without /r/ are absent, i.e. the shorter versions of the forms in (99) Attributive adjectives can be seen in TraditionalÖvdalian examples already provided, for example ien sturan krippuop 'a big.acc child-bunch' in (14a), or styerr anliening 'greater reason' in (62), og iet wiselt fjǫ s 'a shabby.n barn' in (75). These show a neuter singular ending -t and occasionally other gender-number endings; they may also show a dative plural -um but other case endings are rare. The form sturan in (14a), from KK, is at least historically distinctively masculine singular accusative, but Levander (1909:107) notes for ClassicalÖvdalian that this form (in -an) was already then turning up in contexts where other forms could be expected.
In general, I have sifted through too few forms to be confident about the pattern in TraditionalÖvdalian. This is partly because it is so typical for attributive adjectives to be compounded with the noun they modify, without inflection, especially definite nouns. This can be seen in is-jär sturrottur 'these big rats' in (71), or in nog liuotkräld 'some nasty vessel' in (89). An example with two adjectives can be seen in (102) In general, it seems that dative plural outlasts the other case distinctions in adnominal modifiers, unsurprisingly given the state of the nominative-accusative distinction generally in full noun phrases.
Dative case is still frequently (and regularly in KK ) distinguished on demonstratives, as illustrated below. The example in (103) shows two examples in direct case, a freestanding demonstrative (eD-dar in standard orthography, neuter) and a prenominal demonstrative (an-dar, masculine). The first of these would historically have been in the dative (dyö-dar ), due to the sense of ywyr 'over' used here; but recall from section §2.2 that case distinctions in the pronominal system are somewhat out of step with developments in the system of full nouns. (104) gives an example of the dative case (also masculine). In the singular, there is no tension between the third person pronominal system and the nominal system, since both collapse the nominative and accusative into direct case (even for the feminine singular, in the demonstratives). But in the plural, there is a tension. As we have seen, plural pronouns in the variety described here make a nominative-objective distinction, while the system of case on full noun phrases makes a direct-dative distinction. The question is then, in the change to a two-case system, what happens to the plural demonstratives? Do they preserve the pronominal differentiation between nominative and objective, or do they realign to conform to the system of the lexical nouns? The answer is that demonstratives (and as far as I can tell, other nominal modifiers) adapt to the new direct-dative system for lexical nouns, with old nominative forms supplanting old objective forms in accusative contexts. Thus, for example, in KK we find examples like the following. The example in (106) The general changeover from a pronominal Nominative-Objective system to a Direct-Dative system in the demonstratives is evidence for the distinction between the two systems, the one operative for pronouns and the one operative for the system of DPs.
Conclusion
In this paper I have described a case system used by some speakers ofÖvdalian, which to my knowledge has not been documented before. The system distinguishes direct from dative case in full noun phrases, and additionally distinguishes nominative from objective cases in the pronominal system, so as a whole it is a three-case system.
There are two significant differences between this system and the one described inÅkerberg (2000) and Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2006) . One is the fusion of the nominative and accusative cases, and the other is the fusion of the plural definite and indefinite forms. The latter suggests an analysis in which definite and plural affixes compete for a position.
In addition, the near absence of dative case endings when the noun is neither definite nor plural suggests that the contribution of suffixes in the singular has changed compared to earlier stages of the language.
There has been a recent resurgence of interest inÖvdalian, and many members of the community have expressed an interest in learning the language, in some cases those whose grandparents or other relatives speak it but who for one reason or another have grown up with Swedish in the home. Fortunately, thanks to the efforts of Ulum Dalska and various enthusiasts, there are now readers, dictionaries, and grammars available for the language. It should be noted, however, that many of the materials available are based on Classical Ovdalian, and do not very accurately reflect the modern speech community, not even the speech of its eldest members. Thus, there might be a place for TraditionalÖvdalian in the revitalization efforts that are underway, but before that place can be found, the language itself will have to be better understood. I hope that this paper can make some modest contribution to that end.
